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"Galvin...brought down the
house" - The Washington Post

"Beyond playing well and
singing well, Galvin does what
all the best singer-songwriters
do: he finds ways to frame
personal experiences and
observations that make them
feel universal and relatable.”  
- The Daily Vault

"Equal parts brilliant and
stratospheric" 
- Music Box Pete

Graduate from Berklee College of Music
"Guitarist of the Year" - The Phoenix Awards
R.A.W. Arist of the Year Nominee
IMEA Nominee "Best A.C. Artist" and "Best A.C. Song"
ISC Honorable Mention 
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P R  C O N T A C T

S O C I A L S

Dylan Galvin grew up with a near obsessive love of movies and
music in a sleepy town near Hollywood, Maryland. When he
moved to the much bigger Hollywood, California he combined
his love of both. Often inspired by movies from the 80s and 90s,
his music is rooted in nostalgia and cinema, frequently
emphasizing the importance of the story and lyrics. 

Building on the success of his two EPs and inspired by his time
at Berklee College of Music, where the legendary Paul Simon
handpicked him out of a crowd of his peers, Dylan Galvin’s
relentless dedication to authentic storytelling and lyrics is what
resonates with listeners. He contributed to the score of the
recent documentary "The Essential Church”, which peaked at
the #1 spot in “documentaries” in the Apple TV store. He has
been featured in PASTE Magazine, Voyage LA and Kings of A&R
and has toured the US from coast to coast playing for the
Baltimore Ravens at M&T Bank Stadium and celebs like Dylan
McDermott and Fabio in Los Angeles, CA
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